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 The ghastly political campaign season is coming to relative closure on Tuesday. The 
election results may decide a lot of races and ballot issues, but unlike elections in the past, this 
one won’t resolve much for our nation or its political workings. What this election season has 
shown is a level of divisiveness and rancor that has pushed the needle of a working democracy 
to its brink.  
 
 The last few years have seen the public’s positive opinion toward Congress drop into 
single digits, and most of us want to know who those people are exactly. I’ll bet none of us has 
met anyone who regards Congress positively. And we’re pretty sure that, whoever they are, they 
need their heads examined. Yet the results of Tuesday’s election will largely leave us with the 
same group of single digit political performers.  
 
 Every election produces charges from the other side that makes dire predictions if the 
other side’s nominee gets elected. That’s standard political fare and worth taking with a grain 
of salt. But before the election has even happened, there are threats that if the outcome isn’t 
what one side wants, then they’re willing to bring the wheels of government to a grinding halt 
until they can get their way. We’ve seen this happening regularly over the last few years, and 
the promise for the future after Election Day is that it will be even worse. Give the negligible 
productivity of Congress in the last session, worse than that is truly a scary thought.  
 
 We’ve already seen debacles in recent years that closed down the government in budget 
fights, threatened to default on the national debt – running the clock down dangerously, and 
now threats to the Supreme Court’s functioning. Franklin Roosevelt tried to pack the Supreme 
Court when he couldn’t have his way, and the American people slapped him down. The threat 
not to confirm any Supreme Court nominee unless your candidate gets elected and makes the 
nomination is not substantially different from FDR’s wrong move. It’s attempting to usurp 
control of accepted and established process. But who is going to slap down these senators? Not 
the people who keep electing them. 
 
 Actually it isn’t so much that the wheels of government are being ground to a halt; these 
plans amount to stealing the wheels, seizing them. That isn’t politics; that’s the start of a coup. 
The accepted rules get thrown out the window, and new rules are forcibly imposed by 
disgruntled power brokers.  
 

That’s incredibly dangerous. Yet it’s become common talk as if it’s perfectly acceptable, 
or imagining that it’s all talk and would never occur. No, I believe them. Never before has a 
Supreme Court nominee had to wait as long as Merrick Garland for a Senate confirmation 
hearing. In 1916, Louis Brandeis had to wait over 100 days due to the fact that he was the first 
Jewish nominee to the Supreme Court; being a Jew was a big issue. On the other hand, 
Garland will have waited roughly 240 days by Election Day. This is all new. 

 
The hijacking of the process has already begun. Why should it stop there? In fact, that’s 

the problem; we honestly don’t know when it will stop, or if it will stop, or if our brief historical 
experiment in democracy in the USA is in its terminal stages. 

 



We forget how brief our democratic history is. When we turn to the prophet Haggai, we 
ought to take note that the era of monarchy in Israel and Judah lasted far longer than has the 
history of the United States. Haggai wasn’t around for the end of the monarchy when Babylon’s 
armies devastated Jerusalem, but he’s addressing God’s people who had returned from 
Babylonian exile. They’ve been “home” for about 20 years. The Temple remains in ruins as do 
the city walls.  

 
The people of this now-Persian vassal state have endured much in coping with their new 

conditions. A few are doing very well, but most people are suffering. The destruction of the 
once proud city continues to confront them daily, over 50 years after the fact. It’s depressing, 
and these have been dark times. There is no genuine expectation that things will get any better. 

 
Where is the promise of God on this dim and dismal horizon? Beaten down by their 

conditions and their prospects, the people feel hopeless and despairing. The political and 
religious leaders have shown no ability to inspire and lead. Who has the vision that might 
galvanize the people to action? 

 
This is the job of the prophet, the one who can see through the haze of distractions and 

beyond the defeat of circumstances and transcend oppressive burdens. The prophet confronts 
all of these issues with the power of faith in God, with complete trust in the promise of God 
that awaits God’s people responding with faith and devout determination. 

 
The prophet begins by having them recall (if they can) the Temple in its proud days 

before the Babylonian destruction. He acknowledges that now the great and glorious Temple of 
God is as nothing.  

 
Haggai proceeds to announce God’s word for his people: "Be strong [all you leaders]. Be 

strong, all you people of the land," says the Lord, "and work. For I am with you," says the 
Lord. Of course, exhorting them to courage (NRSV) and strength to engage the great tasks 
before them won’t be enough. 

 
But there is also assurance that the people of God are not alone as the prophet continues 

revealing God’s word saying: Work, for I am with you, says the Lord of hosts, according to the 
promise that I made you when you came out of Egypt. My spirit abides among you; do not 
fear. God promises to be with them in their time of trial and struggle, recalling God’s promise 
and abiding presence amid the far more difficult trial and struggle of the exodus from Egypt. 
God has a track record, and God has a promise for God’s people. God’s promise awaits 
fulfillment in them once again. 

 
But we can imagine God’s people looking despondently at the tremendous work before 

them, wondering where the resources will come from when the people are already straining 
under very adverse conditions. God may be with them, but is God going to pay for this? Hmm. 
Funny you should ask. 

 
The prophet continues with God’s revelation: In a little while, I will once more shake 

the heavens and the earth, the sea and the dry land; and I will shake all nations, so that the 
treasure of all nations shall come, and I will fill this house with splendor, says the Lord. While 
many of the items of value carted off from the Temple by the Babylonians have been returned 
to Jerusalem along with the exiles, these beautiful items won’t pay for the work. God adds a 



material promise to the spiritual promise. Like shaking fruit out a tree, God will shake the 
splendor of wealth from the nations of the world. 

 
How is God going to manage this one? The answer is pretty clear: The silver is mine, 

and the gold is mine, says the Lord. Well, I guess that takes care of that. God is determined to 
have the Temple not only restored, but that it should be greater than the glory of the former 
Temple. 

 
Finally, God says: And in this place, I will grant peace. Here, peace is not simply the 

absence of war or conflict. With the Persians securely in charge, there was no local 
competition. Rather, Haggai’s peace here is shalom, the big word for peace, wholeness, and 
blessing. The inference clearly is that bringing the House of God, the Temple, to a new glory 
will not only complete a wonderful building project. It will bring justice, healing, and 
wholeness to a people that has not seen such blessing in many, many years. God will be 
honored by the people, and it will bring amazing blessing to God’s people, too.  

 
The prophet calls their attention to God’s promise that awaits. God’s promise is beyond 

their imagining. This huge project is not about recreating the past. It’s about setting the 
direction for the future, and God’s promise is for a glorious future for his people indeed. With 
those kinds of words, Haggai reveals God’s promise for his people that lies ahead, waiting for 
their faithful response. 

 
In the Luke passage with Jesus asked about marriage and heavenly relations, we have a 

story that we can treat either as a profound question to be sorted out and analyzed in depth, as 
many scholars have done. Or you can see that the issue posed to Jesus is really … how shall we 
call it … stupid.  

 
In brief: a woman ends up marrying seven brothers; which one is she married to in 

heaven? This question is being asked by Sadducees who don’t even believe in resurrection. 
Serious question when you don’t believe in resurrection to begin with? I don’t think so.  

 
Unlike in Mark where Jesus’ response is rather pointed; what’s the matter with you, you 

don’t know scripture or you don’t know God? In Luke, Jesus simply answers that they are all 
God’s children and marriage is something done in this life, not the next. They missed the whole 
point and came up with a ridiculous question that only served to distract them from the truth 
of God while trying to derail the notion of the promise of God. 

 
It’s the promise of God that Jesus makes sure to communicate to them once again. We 

tend to breeze over the peculiar logic here that strains to recover a particular point from Moses’ 
words at the burning bush. Without plowing through that difficult logic, we can nonetheless 
see Jesus in the end revealing the promise of God that abides and awaits. He is not God of the 
dead, but of the living; for to him all of them [the patriarchs] are alive.  

 
We can see through Jesus’ eyes how he perceives what the Sadducees are missing. In 

their flat view that denies resurrection, they have not only denied the promise of God, but 
they’ve also denied the character of and nature of God. They’ve made God into the deity of the 
dead rather than the Creator of life. They’ve limited the powers of God to whatever occurs in 
this life and world, denying God the power of love, grace, and new life that would seek to 
achieve resurrection. And they’ve defined God in their own terms, forbidding God to exceed the 
confines of their ideology. Not only do they argue against the promise of God that awaits with 



new life, they argue against the God who is rightly worshiped by the faithful Jesus tries to set 
them straight, to get them oriented to the promise of God that awaits . 

 
Going back to my earlier concerns, I don’t have any idea how our political issues are 

going to work out, but it seems obvious to me that there are quite dangerous times ahead. The 
powerful will tempt fate and further provoke confusion, dissension, and disillusionment in 
order to exploit contrived crises, and thereby exercise power over others. They’ll act to control 
and command and demand rather than govern with respect, civility, and uphold the ideals of 
our founding leaders. Not democracy, it beckons its end.  

 
As we’ve surely learned in our own lives, endings are the forms for new beginnings. 

We’ve all been around long enough to see lots of endings and lots of new beginnings. We also 
know that those new beginnings are hard to see when we’re surrounded by the loss of what we 
had known so securely and assuredly before. It’s distressing and confusing. 

 
As Haggai revealed, there is a new beginning that calls God’s people to faith, to build 

again, to build better, and to find God’s promise in their labors for a new beginning. It’s hard 
work, but God also promises to be with them, supporting, encouraging, and blessing them 

 
As Jesus threw back to the Sadducees on their contrived question about an afterlife that 

they didn’t even believe in, he pointed to God’s new beginning, teaching how God’s promise 
awaits. He taught how this promise transcended everything that they believed, exploding the 
idea of God that they upheld with such determination.  

 
Wherever we go, and whatever we encounter, we need to hold fast to a faith that 

understands God’s promise awaits fulfillment in us. Amid the difficulties, we need to be 
faithfully assured that God is with us to make that passage into God’s promise ahead.  


